
as Majestic Homes present this Bluewater

masterpiece. This unique home was crafted with the

polished design of sophistication and true beachfront

living, incorporating exquisite architecture with

functionality. Incredible soaring ceilings, a towering

stone fireplace and extensive windows offer views

of the lake to create a warm elegance in the great

room. Sleek thermofoil-finished Eurowood cabinetry

nestled into the gourmet kitchen provides a den to

cook feasts.

Team up with Sherlock Holmes to find the secret

passageway leading to the captivating master

suite highlighted by a distinctive wood wall. The

enormous floor-to-ceiling master closet brightened

by a brilliant chandelier is the perfect spot to hide

your treasures. Travel up the winding staircase to the

second floor loft area with full bar to get a birds-

eye view of the main floor living area. The additional

bedrooms, bathrooms, exercise room and lake bath

are all beautifully appointed.

Walk out back and enter a beach lover’s haven -

complete with patio, outside bar and full kitchen just

steps away from the blue water of the lake and your

piece of paradise.

5702 N 294th Circle

majestic-homes.com
402.690.1573

Plan: THE BELLA
Home Type: 1.5 Story
Price: starting at

$689,000
$1,100,000
as shown

Fin. Sq. Ft.: 4,400

Unrivaled lifestyle awaits...

Unique Details,
Polished Design
& Sophistication
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